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End of Life Choice
Safety and security in Australia’s Voluntary Assisted Dying model
Former Supreme Court Judge and inaugural Chair of the Voluntary Assisted Dying Review Board in
Victoria, Be@y King, has provided an insight into the safety and security systems built into Victoria’s
voluntary assisted dying program, which has become the basis for the Australian model. With a
background in criminal law, Be@y King is a former member of the NaHonal Crime Authority and as a
judge ran the gangland trials in Victoria. She is well versed in understanding safeguards and security
and idenHfying potenHal ﬂaws in any system.
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“The process required to comply with the legislaHon is extremely detailed and it is this detail and
the comprehensive informaHon requirements that provide so many of the key safeguards for the
public in relaHon to abuse of this process,” she told a webinar hosted by PalliaHve Care South
Australia last Tuesday 1 June.
Eight forms must be completed, submi@ed, checked, approved and then reviewed by the VAD
Review Board; a separate VAD Permit is issued aTer all the paperwork is checked by the Secretary
of the Department of Health
All forms are submi@ed online through the VAD portal with the process designed to ensure there
can be no tampering with any forms
Compliance and ensuring the request is voluntary are the areas of most concern to the public, and
the 13-member VAD Review Board monitors and reviews compliance and ‘voluntariness’ with great
care
There are mulHple safeguards to ensure the request for VAD is voluntary and without coercion,
including: the doctor being prohibited from menHoning VAD as part of an end of life treatment
plan; the two assessing doctors being VAD trained and a Fellow of a College; the extensive and
detailed requirements for the medical assessment; conﬁrmaHon by two independent witnesses;
the request to, and assessment by, two pharmacists; the requirement for the medical pracHHoners
and pharmacists to, at every stage of the process, inform the applicant that they can withdraw
their request; the required Hme diﬀerence from the ﬁrst to ﬁnal request; that the applicant is
required to voluntarily, independently and formally request VAD at least six Hmes
The mulHdisciplinary VAD Review Board reviews each case aTer every death and no abuse of the
system has been idenHﬁed in the ﬁrst two years
Applicants report that the process of requesHng and being assessed for VAD is painstaking and
diﬃcult
Faith-based insHtuHons which do not support VAD have a policy to ‘not impede’ a paHent’s request
The substance is delivered to the person by two pharmacists, who spend upwards of two hours
with the person explaining the process, checking their understanding, their decision-making
capacity, and that the request is voluntary
32% of applicants assessed as eligible in Victoria do not use the VAD substance, but in Be@y King’s
words, “it means it is achieving its purpose, giving people a choice … with people feeling they get
some control back by having the substance”
Decision-making capacity is assessed during each consultaHon by medical pracHHoners, in a similar
way to the requirement for medical pracHHoners to constantly assess decision-making capacity in
all discussions about treatment opHons and end of life treatment; the two pharmacists also assess
decision-making capacity and if they assess that the paHent is not competent, the substance will
not be dispensed
90% of people who request VAD in Victoria are in palliaHve care.
Be@y King’s hour-long presentaHon can be viewed on the PalliaHve Care South Australia website at
h@ps://pallcare.asn.au/webinars/
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